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Abstract
In this paper, we present a novel method for extracting
handwritten text string from mail images which contain various
types of handwritten characters, machine-printed characters,
stamps and noises. Firstly, address text strings in mail images are
detected based on connected component analysis and heuristic
rules. Then features are extracted from each text string.
Adaboost algorithm is applied for feature selection. Afterwards,
fisher classifier is applied for the classification of machineprinted and handwritten address text strings. Experimental
results show the proposed method can extract handwritten
address text string from different kinds of mail images properly.
The approach is tested on two databases. The precision and recall
are both more than 95%.
Keywords—text string extraction; mail images; connected
component analysis; adaboost algorithm; fisher classifier

I.

INTRODUCTION

Address block location is of vital importance for postal
automation. A lot of articles for postal automation are
available [1-3]. Most of them gave equal treatment to
machine-printed address blocks and handwritten address
blocks. But in practice, recognition technique for machineprinted text and handwritten text is different. It is essential to
distinguish machine-printed text and handwritten text before
text recognition. Over the last two decades, many studies have
been published. Fan et al. [4] described a method for
classifying machine-printed and handwritten text blocks,
which used character block layout variance as the main feature.
In [5], Pal and Chaudhuri proposed a method to detect
handwritten text-line from legal instruments. Previous
methods mainly performed at three levels: the text line [5],
word [6], or character level [7]. It seems that the classification
at character level would achieve the goal effectively, but the
performance is sensitive since characters may be curved and
overlapped. Considering that the address information always
appears as rows on the mail images, the method of this paper
extracts handwritten characters at the text line level. It leads to
a big benefit: the extracted futures of the proposed method are
robust.
The mail images are complicated with machine-printed
text, handwritten text, and noise mixed together. At first, we
eliminate noises and non-text components such as stamps,
background texture and so on. Then connected components

are extracted, we merge them at the text line level based on
heuristic rules. Each text line is regarded as the smallest unit,
which is called as candidate zone. Meanwhile, several features
are extracted from each candidate zone, and fisher classifier is
used to classify them into machine-printed or handwritten text
strings.
This paper is organized as follows: In section II, the overall
system is presented. Section III is the experimental result and
section IV summarizes the conclusions drawn from this study
and future work directions are given.

II.

SYSTEM OVERVIEW

The system of extracting machine-printed text string from
mail images can be divided into three stages. Fig. 1 illustrates
the overall framework. Firstly, stamps and noises are removed
by heuristic rules after binarization. Then text strings are
detected from the mail image by connected component
analysis. Features are extracted for each text string. After that,
features are selected by adaboost algorithm [8]. Finally, with a
fisher classifier [9], selected features are used to classification.

A. Address text string extraction
The inputs of our system are real-world mail images. There
are some stamps and banners in the images. Some approaches
[10-11] are proposed in order to perform extraction of textlines. To remove those non-text contents, binarization method
is utilized. First, the input image I is converted into binary
image B1 using the Otsu’s binarization method [12]. By
utilizing morphological dilation operation with a 5*5 operator,
image B1 is converted into binary image B2 . Meanwhile, the
input image is also converted into binary image by the
Bernsen’s binarization method [13], and the output is called as
binary image C . Finally, the binary image B2 and the binary
image C are mix together to create the ultimate binary image
D by mathematical “OR” operation. Namely, when
d ( x, y ) is a pixel of D , b2 ( x, y ) is a pixel of B2 ,
and c ( x, y ) is a pixel of C , 0 ≤ x ≤ w, 0 ≤ y ≤ h and

w, h are image’s width and height, respectively, then d ( x, y )
can be calculated by the following formula:
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Fig. 4 Candidate zones in the image
B. Features generation
i.Features extraction
For each candidate zone, four kinds of features are
extracted including structural feature, run-length feature, crosscount feature and bi-level co-occurrence feature. These features
are similar to those used in [15].
ii.Features Selection

Fig. 1 Block diagram of handwritten text string extraction

0, if b2 ( x, y) = 0, c( x, y) = 0
d ( x, y) = 
255, otherwise


(1)

Fig. 3 shows a sample of binary image D . Then connected
component labeling is applied to binary image D . It is
assumed that the images of mail are all collected in the same
orientation. In consideration of the particularity of mail image,
some heuristic rules are used to eliminate the stamps, graphics
and banners. For example, stamps always appear in the righttop of the image, so the area of the right-top hand corner of the
image is wiped off when the connected component labeling is
applied. The size of the removed area is confirmed by
experiments. Afterwards, the method of text line extraction
proposed by [14] is applied, and then the candidate zones are
extracted, as shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 2 Input image

As shown in section II. B. i, we extract a total of 50
features from the candidate zone. These features are used to
distinguish between different strings, and some features may
more stable than others. For the purpose of improving the
performance, feature selection is necessary. Another advantage
of features election is a small set of features can also reduce
the time of feature extraction and classification.
It is generally known that adaboost algorithm can be used
to reduce the error of learning algorithm. Suppose that each
feature can be used to train a simple classifier, and then we
obtain 50 weak classifiers. Using adaboost algorithm, weak
classifiers are combined into a single composite classifier, and
the weight distribution of the weak classifiers represents the
importance of the corresponding feature.
We collected 350 text strings from each class for feature
extraction, and applied adaboost algorithm to combine 50
weak classifiers into a single classifier. Fig.5 shows that the
relationship of error rate and the number of features used in
the classification. As showed in Fig.5, the more features are

Fig. 3 Binary image D
Fig.5 Feature Selection
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included, the lower error rate it is. But when the number of
features is larger than 15, the decline of the error rate is very
slow, and even rebounded. Therefore, in the following
processing, we use only 15 features which are selected by the
adaboost algorithm.
C. Classification
A fisher classifier is trained for the classification. The fisher
classifier has been widely used as an effective classifier for
pattern recognition. Compared with Neural Network (NN) and
the Support Vector Machine (SVM), the fisher classifier is easy
to train, it does not require model selection, and the
performance of fisher classifier is non-sensitive to the
parameters. Beyond that, the speed of fisher classifier is much
faster than SVM and NN, this property meets our requirements
of the system. Therefore, we choose fisher classifier for
classification. More information can be found in [9].
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT
We use two datasets to evaluate the performance of the
proposed method. At first, we use 100 mail images as dataset 1
for the test of handwritten address text string extraction. The
images are collected with resolution of 96 dpi (average size:
2149*2048 pixels) by the image scanner of the postal sorting
machine in real-world. 50 images contain handwritten address
text string mainly, and few machine-printed characters. The
others contain machine-printed address text string mainly, but
also with some handwritten text strings. Whether handwritten
text strings or machine-printed text strings, most of them (more
than 95%) are Chinese.
We also collected 100 images from IAM-database [16] as
dataset 2, in order to test the performance of the approach for
classification of machine-printed and handwritten English text
strings. The images of IAM-database are English and collected
with resolution of 300 dpi (average size: 2479*3542
pixels).Each image contains handwritten text and is labeled by
machine-printed text.
For each Dataset, We use 30 of these 100 images to train
the classifier and left images to test. We use precision and
recall as measures to evaluate the result:
the number of zone is classified as class i correctly (2)
precision(i) =

of styles, the variety of fonts is larger and the images are noisy.
The primary reason of misclassification is that the handwritten
text strings are overlapped with machine-printed text strings,
they are segmented erroneously. In this case, the candidate
zone is considered as a mis-classified zone. It can also explain
that why the precision of classification for handwritten text is
lower than the precision of classification for machine-printed
text, but the recall is much higher. Since a mixed zone is
always classified as the handwritten text string.
TABLE I. RESULTS OF DATASET 1

Handwritten

machine-printed

#of zones

165

227

#of zones classified

186

198

#of zones classified
correctly

154

185

precision

82.79%

93.43%

recall

93.33%

81.49%

Fig.6 Sample of dataset 1

the number of zone is classified as class i
the number of zone is classified as class i correctly (3)
recall (i) =
the number of zone is class i

Sometimes, the text strings are not surrounded by the
candidate zone completely, so we suppose that if more 85%
area of the text strings is surrounded by the text strings, we
believe that the candidate zone represents the text strings. If a
candidate zone contains both machine-printed and handwritten
text strings, it will be considered as a mis-classified zone.
The result of the experiments on dataset 1 is shown in
Table 1. Fig.6 is a sample of dataset 1, and Fig.7 is the
classification results (the red numbers represent classification
results, 1 means handwritten and 0 means machine-printed).
This dataset is challenging because text is present in different

Fig.7 Classification results 1
Owing to regular layout of the inputs which is easy to be
segmented correctly, the performance of the proposed method
in dataset 2 is quite well. It also indicates that most of
misclassifications are caused by bad segmentation. In dataset 2,
the classification results of handwritten text are better than
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machine-printed text’s classification results. The cause of this
phenomenon is that the number of the character in machineprinted text string is smaller than the number of the character in
handwritten text string, features is more stable when the
candidate zone contains more character. On the other hand, the
language of two datasets is different, considering that Chinese
is more complex than English and the features that we
extracted are proposed for English character recognition at first,
the difference of the performance in two datasets is acceptable.
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